Big Legal Wins For English Businesses That Defied Lockdown Lunacy
By John O'Sullivan, Principia Scientific, 4 May 2022
At least in England, the tide has turned in a big way for businesses who defied the lockdown
mandates and fought their claims in court. Dozens of claims have now been settled in favor
of anti-lockdowners as the Karens finally admit defeat.
Belatedly, even the biased BBC has now admitting as much in its article by staff writer, Jon
Ironmonger (May 3, 2022).
The BBC now admits:
“A gym boss who is among more than 20 people who overturned a prosecution for a gymrelated Covid breach said the case against him was a waste of time.
Alex Lowndes refused to close his Gainz Fitness & Strength in Bedford in November 2020,
when restrictions were imposed in England. Bedford Borough Council’s case collapsed but
the authority said it had acted in the public interest.”
As we have repeatedly stated at Principia Scientific International, there was never proof of a
deadly COVID19 virus to begin with. But worse yet, no government authority even had
possession of a gold standard isolate for SARS-Cov-2 and as such, the “deadly pathogen”
does not exist in empirical medical science.
Read our articles proving COVID19 has never been isolated:
HHS Documents Show CDC Has Not Isolated Any “Covid-19 Virus”
UK’s Govt Office For Science Admits No Proof Of Isolated ‘COVID-19 Virus’
Even CDC Now Admits No ‘Gold Standard’ Of COVID19 Virus Isolate
Top Govt Health Official Admits In Canada Court COVID19 Virus Not Proven
CDC/FDA Confess They Had No Virus They Created The Test For
The Virus That Doesn’t Exist: Lies And Consequences
Top Lab Test Expert: COVID-19 Virus ‘Does NOT Exist’

As Principia Scientific’s own experts, Dr Saeed Qureshi and Dr Judy Wilyman, have shown
‘science’ was only ever located in spurious computer models from the outset. As such, if the
matter went to legal proceedings no meaningful evidence that could stand up in court could
be presented to warrant the shutdown of 1,000’s of businesses, wrecking global economies.
Working on that premise, a canny English lawyer has won dozens of cases defending gyms
that refused to close during the fake pandemic. London-based criminal defence lawyer
Lucinda Nicholls said she had represented 25 cases involving an alleged gym-related Covid
breach, 23 of which were found in favour of her client.
A Case in Point
Plucky Brit, Alex Lowndes (pictured) was adamant he wasn’t going to surrender to tyrannical
lockdown measures that would have certainly destroyed his gym business. His gym was
raided in November 2020 and Lowndes was charged with a breach of lockdown regulations,
which he denied.
He faced a £10,000 fine and was due to stand trial last in March, but the council failed to
gather enough evidence. The authority requested an adjournment, which was rejected by
magistrates. Mr Lowndes claimed the council case was “flimsy” and “inept”, and that it was
also “ludicrous.”
The authority’s sham prosecution was readily exposed because no government, no medical
authority, no Big Pharma laboratory has been able to submit to any court anywhere in the
world credible scientific evidence to warrant such draconian restrictions on civil liberties.
Time and again, citizens like Mr Lowndes, who have stood their ground and fought this
fakery have triumphed in court. If anything, the vast weight of evidence more readily proves
that the COVID19 scamdemic was a globalist psyop perpetrated by a self-serving corrupt
elite.

Lowndes told the BBC:

“They [the council] should have looked at it even six months in and gone ‘this is a waste of
time’,” he added. But they kept going and they kept going, they brought in an external
barrister, they kept spending money, and it just got out of control.”
Also speaking to the BBC London defense lawyer, Nicholls (pictured) said:
“In most cases, a fixed penalty notice was issued when there was an exception or reasonable
excuse argument. The biggest issue is enforcement of the legislation – the law hasn’t been
followed, but councils and prosecutors doggedly insist on proceeding, it makes no sense.
We’ve been in scenarios where costs have just added and added, and we’ve written to the
local authority saying, ‘Why are you doing this?’ This is completely unnecessary’.”
For two years Local Authorities throughout England as well as the police or Crown
Prosecution Service wrought havoc among the gullible populations, abusing their powers
issuing unjustified fixed penalty notices in the courts. But the chickens have now come home
to roost for the Karens who tried so hard to steal our freedoms.
The BBC apologists who remain averse to doing any real journalism did not want to press the
issue of whether there should be any government accountability for their overreach, and
tamely concluded their article with:
“The Local Government Association did not wish to comment.”
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